In this article, I had the privilege to interview American photographer, actress, writer, singer and former model – Shari Belafonte. Widely-known as the daughter of Harry Belafonte, famed musician and actor, Shari is best known for her role as Julie Gilette on the popular television series, “Hotel.” While her onscreen accomplishments are many, Shari has spent just as much time behind the camera. She is an accomplished photographer, commissioned by various magazines including Discovery Channel and National Geographic Magazine, and has staged photograph exhibitions in major cities throughout the United States.
One thing that many folks do not know about Shari is that she’s recently taken charge of her weight and health, and it all started with her talking to her doctor about her weight. As you will see in this interview, Shari, like many Americans, realized her weight was impacting her health and made the decision to do something about it.

WHEN DID YOU REALIZE THAT YOU NEEDED TO DO SOMETHING ABOUT YOUR WEIGHT?

It was a combination of things. When I was younger, I was a bit of a jock; however, diabetes and weight issues ran rampant throughout my family. I never really worried about weight when I was younger, but as my life became more sedentary; my weight crept up little by little. I realized I had to do something at my last physical. My doctor weighed me, and we both decided that I needed to do something. We had the conversation of weight, which is very important.

YOU SAID YOUR FAMILY BATTLED WEIGHT. CAN YOU TELL ME MORE ABOUT THAT?

My mother, who passed away, had diabetes, although she did not die from it. My older sister is heavier and has diabetes. I have numerous family members that have died from heart attacks. Everyone in my family, including me, has high cholesterol.

For me, my weight was never a big problem. Although, after a couple physicals where my weight increased, and my concern with my cholesterol, both my doctor and I agreed that I needed to start a medical weight management program and utilize obesity medications to improve my overall health. I can proudly say that I’ve done very well on the program.

WHAT ARE YOUR MOTIVATIONS TO STICK WITH THE PROGRAM?

For me, I was experiencing such joint pain due to the excess weight. Being able to reduce my weight and lessening the pain really has been quite motivating. I also feel better.

I know I am making this difference for my HEALTH, and that is important to me, as I will turn the big 60 in September. I know my motivation for managing my weight, and that’s what’s important.
For my next question, I am very interested in your opinion not only as someone battling excess weight, but also as a celebrity. What are your thoughts on the way obesity is portrayed in pop culture (movies, television, etc.)?

I have mixed feelings on this topic. I’ve never been asked this question before. When I first started in this business (entertainment), I had directors tell me that when you’re making a statement in a film, “a picture is worth a thousand words.” The entertainment world is interesting because it plays in to stereotypes, which can be hurtful; however, it makes the point in the story. Unfortunately, we still rely on stereotypes to get that message across to the audience.

I remember working with John Candy, and he was this jovial guy that everyone just loved to be around. Jonah Hill is my godson, and he’s battled weight his entire life. I’ve always supported him in any role he played – as long as it didn’t impact his health. It’s hard because the big guy is the lovable guy.

I have friends who’ve utilized their weight (obesity) to make a living off of it, but yet, I have friends who have died from complications of obesity, like John Candy.

What has been the most difficult part of your weight-loss?

Well, the one thing that I’ve cut back on drastically is my gluten intake. My doctor and I were both concerned that could’ve been contributing to my joint pain. Being on medication for obesity, I just noticed that I am not as hungry as I used to be.

What would you tell someone who wants to do something about their weight?

I would say that you need to have the conversation with your doctor. My doctor and I had the talk, and he prescribed me an obesity medication. Thankfully, it has worked well for me. The best thing someone can do is educate themselves on what’s
out there for treatment. You want to go in to the doctor’s office armed with information needed for you to make an informed choice.

**IS THERE ANYTHING THAT YOU WOULD LIKE TO TELL OUR READERS?**

Get a physical. Go to your doctor and find out your weight, your blood values, etc. It’s important to have this information to start your weight-loss journey. It’s also the small steps that count. Don’t expect to lose 20 pounds in one week. Lose one to two pounds per week, safely.

The topic of weight is not an easy one. Individuals battling this disease often find themselves struggling not only with the weight itself, but where to start as well. The OAC is a firm believer that the most important thing you can do is have the conversation of weight with your healthcare provider. To learn more about the disease of obesity, please visit [www.ObesityAction.org](http://www.ObesityAction.org) today.
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The Obesity Action Coalition (OAC) is a National non-profit organization dedicated to giving a voice to individuals affected by obesity and helping them along their journey toward better health. Our core focuses are to elevate the conversation of weight and its impact on health, improve access to obesity care, provide science-based education on obesity and its treatments, and fight to eliminate weight bias and discrimination.
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